PERIODIC ASSESSMENT- 2
SYLLABUS (2019-20)

CLASS – 11
COMPUTER
- Getting started with python, python fundamentalist, data handling, data representation,
Boolean logic
CHEMISTRYChapters- Basic concepts of chemistry, structure of atom, classification of elements and periodicity of
properties, redox reaction, hydrogen, s-block
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- Chapters- Nature & Purpose of business, forms of business organisation, private, public & global
enterprise, Business services
BIOLOGYChapters- The Living World, Biological Classification, Plante Kingdom,Animal Kingdom, Morphology
Of Flowering Plants.
ENGLISH
-HORNBILL- CHAPTERS- The portrait of the lady, The photograph(poetry), discovering tut: THE SAGA
CONTINUES
We are not afraid to die
The laburnum top (poetry)
SNAPSHOT-Chapters- The summer of white beautiful horse
The address

Rang’s Marriage
GRAMMER- Verb, determiners,sentence,tense
Unseen passage/poetry
WRITING SECTION-Notice,Poster,Advertisement,Speech,Article,Debate
READING SECTION-Unseen Passage/poetry
Note making.
ECONOMICSSTATS &
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STATISTICS
Concept of economics and significance of statistics in economics
Collection of data
Organisation of data
Presentation of data-textual and tabular presentation
Diagrammatic presentation of data: bar diagrams
Frequency diagrams: histogram, polygon and ogins
MI
1- Economics and economy
2- Central problems of an economy
3- Consumers equilibrium-utility analyst
4- Consumers equilibrium-indifference curus analysis
5- Theory of demand
6- Price elasticity of demand
7- Production function and returns to a factor.
MATHS
-Sets, relation and functions, mathematical induction, sequences and series,
complex numbers and quadratic equations,Trigonometric function.
ACCOUNTS
1. Meaning of objective of accounting.
2. Basic accounting term
3. Accounting Principles.
4. Process of bases of accounting
5. Accounting standard IFRS
6. Accounting equation
7. Double entry system
8. Origin of Transaction source of accountancy.
9. Journal
10. GST
PHYSICS
- Physical world, units and measurement, motion in one dimension, motion
in two dimension
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1.chaging trends and career
in physical education.
2. Olympics value education.
3. Physical fitness, wellness and
lifestyle

4.Physical education and sports for CWSN
5. YOGA

